


What is 
Culture? 



The BEHAVIORS 
and BELIEFS 

characteristic of !
a particular social, 

ethnic, or age 
GROUP









STEP 1: Each student will 
receive a specific color paper 
outlining the behaviors, 
practices, and customs of 
your culture.  Read your 
rules because you must 
follow ALL of them for the 
game to be successful.



STEP 2: When I say start, 
you will have 10 minutes to 
move around the room and 
interact with students from 
other cultures. Your job is to 
figure out each culture’s 
specific behaviors, practices, 
and customs.  



What is 
School 
Culture? 



“School culture is the set of 
NORMS, VALUES and 
BELIEFS, RITUALS !
and CEREMONIES, 

SYMBOLS and STORIES 
that make up the 

‘PERSONA’ of the school.”
Dr. Ken D. Peterson



School 







Make a list !
that defines !
Del Campo’s!

Culture 



What VALUES 
does DC hold? What 
do we BELIEVE in?  
What RITUALS !

do we have?



Athletics 





ROTC 





Drama 





Cougar 
Crew 





Kids 
Helping 

Kids 





Link 
Crew 







Academic 
Decathlon 





Science 
Olympiad 









Homecoming  
Week 







Sports-o- 
Rama 





Mission 
Statement 



Inspiring excellence, believing all 
students can and will learn, Del 
Campo High School will prepare 
every student to meet the demands 
of higher education and careers, 
through innovative, challenging, and 
equitable instruction, as well as 
comprehensive support in 
partnership with the Cougar 
Community.!



Alma Mater 

Fight Song 
and!



DC ALMA MATER
Hail to you, our old Del Campo!
Hail to the blue and gold.!
As we fight to win our victories!
With colors strong and bold.!
Memories we’ll have forever, !
With loyalty strong and true.!
Hail to you our Alma Mater,!
We’ll remember you.



DC FIGHT SONG
Fight on, you mighty Cougars!
For Del Campo High!
Fight with the spirit!
that means do or die!!
Fight! Fight! Fight!!
Stern may be the conflict!
But we shall not quail!
Strong because united,!
We shall never fail!



Things !
to !

Note



If I’m an 
Athlete … 





• I must earn an overall 
minimum 2.0 GPA

• I must pass 3 out of 
my 4 classes

• I will be assigned 
Academic Probation  
if I have failed a class!



For a 
Dance … 





• You must attend all 4 of 
your classes on the Friday 
of the dance or before the 
dance.  Attendance is 
checked at the door.!

 !
• No F’s on your current 

grade report!



For a 
Rally … 





• Stand and remove your hat 
during the singing of the National 
Anthem.!

•  Cheer for your class participants 
and be encouraging to all participants.!

•  Participate in a positive manner in 
your class chant. !

•  Do Not Leave until dismissed.!



Culture 
relies on…



You! 



Let’s make 
the CULTURE 
at Del Campo 
one we want! 


